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Quantitative susceptibility mapping based basal ganglia segmentation via AGSeg: leveraging active gradient guiding mechanism in deep learning
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Background: With better visual contrast and the ability for magnetic susceptibility quantification analysis, quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) has emerged as an important magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) method for basal ganglia studies. Precise segmentation of basal ganglia is a prerequisite for quantification analysis of tissue magnetic susceptibility, which is crucial for subsequent disease diagnosis and surgical planning. The conventional method of localizing and segmenting basal ganglia heavily relies on layer-by-layer manual annotation by experts, resulting in a tedious amount of workload. Although several morphology registration and deep learning based methods have been developed to automate segmentation, the voxels around the nuclei boundary remain a challenge to distinguish due to insufficient tissue contrast. This paper proposes AGSeg, an active gradient guidance-based susceptibility and magnitude information complete (MIC) network for real-time and accurate basal ganglia segmentation.

Methods: Various datasets, including clinical scans and data from healthy volunteers, were collected across multiple centers with different magnetic field strengths (3T/5T/7T), with a total of 210 three-dimensional (3D) susceptibility measurements. Manual segmentations following fixed rules for anatomical borders annotated by experts were used as ground truth labels. The proposed network took QSM maps and Magnitude images as two individual inputs, of which the features are selectively enhanced in the proposed magnitude information complete (MIC) module. AGSeg utilized a dual-branch architecture, with Seg-branch aiming to generate a proper segmentation map and Grad-branch to reconstruct the gradient map of regions of interest (ROIs). With the support of the newly designed active gradient module (AGM) and gradient guiding module (GGM), the Grad-branch provided attention guidance for the Seg-branch, facilitating it to focus on the boundary of target nuclei.

Results: Ablation studies were conducted to assess the functionality of the proposed modules. Significant performance decrement was observed after ablating relative modules. AGSeg was evaluated against several existing methods on both healthy and clinical data, achieving an average Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) =0.874 and average 95% Hausdorff distance (HD95) =2.009. Comparison experiments indicated that our model had superior performance on basal ganglia segmentation and better generalization ability over existing methods. The AGSeg outperformed all implemented comparison deep learning algorithms with average DSC enhancement ranging from 0.036 to 0.074.

Conclusions: The current work integrates a deep learning-based method into automated basal ganglia segmentation. The high processing speed and segmentation robustness of AGSeg contribute to the feasibility of future surgery planning and intraoperative navigation. Experiments show that leveraging active gradient guidance mechanisms and magnitude information completion can facilitate the segmentation process.
Moreover, this approach also offers a portable solution for other multi-modality medical image segmentation tasks.
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**Introduction**

Quantitative susceptibility mapping (QSM) is a computational imaging technique that enables the estimation of tissue susceptibility distribution from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) phase data. It has demonstrated potential in both biomedical research and clinical diagnosis of brain iron metabolism, cerebral blood oxygenation, and pathological conditions detection (1). Due to its ability to quantify the paramagnetic nonheme iron in brain tissue, QSM can provide higher contrast and resolution for basal ganglia structures than other conventional computational imaging techniques (2). The basal ganglia including the caudate nucleus (CN), putamen (PU), globus pallidus (GP), substantia nigra (SN), and red nucleus (RN) are involved in various aspects of motor control, cognitive functions, emotion regulation, and sensory processing. They have already been demonstrated to play essential roles in neurodegenerative diseases including Alzheimer’s disease (AD) (3), Parkinson’s disease (PD) (4), and multiple sclerosis (MS) (5). Conventional methods for basal ganglia localization and segmentation heavily depend on the layer-by-layer manual annotation by experts, resulting in a tedious amount of workload. Therefore, a highly efficient and robust automatic approach for basal ganglia segmentation is essential for further research and clinical applications and is a fundamental composition of computer-aided diagnostic systems.

Regions of interest (ROIs) segmentation in medical images is a fundamental and valuable issue that has been extensively studied in the past few years. Before the advent of deep learning in this field, the atlas-based approach was considered as a significant solution (6). The atlas-based segmentation approach employs a predefined template and registers it to the individual QSM map through different algorithms, yielding the label of corresponding ROIs. Magon et al. have proposed a label-fusion segmentation and performed a deformation-based shape analysis of deep gray matter (DGM) in MS (7). The authors in study (8) proposed a multi-atlas tool for automated segmentation of brain DGM nuclei and demonstrated the superiority of accuracy over other single-atlas based approaches. This study employed QSM and T1 images that were registered separately to a common template space using a symmetric diffeomorphic registration algorithm. The template space was defined by the average of 10 atlases with manually labeled ROIs in DGM structures. The excellent performance of the method at that time hints at the potential value of multi-contrast data fusion for segmenting tasks. It is worth noting that atlas-based methods share similar advantages and disadvantages. Although highly mathematically interpretable, they require counter-intuitive parameter tuning for each individual subject, which is daunting and time-consuming. The final results of atlas-based methods are strongly influenced by the similarity between atlas and registered subjects, including the contrast difference, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and even acquisition parameter setting (9). Presently, registration atlases are primarily collected from healthy human data, which results in significant differences between patient data, decreasing the accuracy of registration in clinical applications (10). The distribution of lesions is diverse in various brain diseases (e.g., brain tumors, cerebral hemorrhage, and calcification), making registration challenging, particularly when the lesion size is large.

Recently, deep learning methods have become increasingly popular and successful in the field of medical image segmentation, due to their ability in learning complex and hierarchical features from large-scale data and achieving high accuracy. They have been proven to outperform conventional segmentation algorithms based on image continuity and atlas registration in multiple subproblems of medical image segmentation, such as lung nodules (11), brain tumors (12), liver tumors (13), retinal vessels (14), and various normal or pathological regions.
U-shaped networks with down-sampling processes in their encoders and up-sampling processes in decoders are widely adopted as the backbone of various segmentation networks together with the core idea of skip-connection (15). Multiple kinds of attention mechanisms have been demonstrated to be useful in guiding the segmentation network to focus on the lesion area, structure edge (16), or adjusting channel weights (17). To balance computation cost and segmentation accuracy, 2.5D networks have been proposed by Zhang et al. to segment lesions in (18) to treat biomedical images as multiple patches or fuse adjacent slices to complete Z-axis context information. Zhang et al. proposed a 3D network with spatial information along the Z-axis as strong prior to promote the segmentation process (19). Nevertheless, the way to extract features is priory settled down without learning, and it cannot obtain cross-slice information since it only samples adjacent slices. Transformer-based neural networks like Swin-Transformer (20) or TransBTS (21) have been proven to outperform Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) in many biomedical tasks along with the noticeable increment of computation cost and inference time.

Deep learning methods have also been gradually applied to the task of basal ganglia segmentation. For instance, Raj et al. proposed a 2-D fully convolutional neural network to segment GP and PU from QSM (22). The 2D network requires reasonable computation costs, yet it loses significant spatial information in the inter-slice correlation. As a 3D extension of UNet, the VNet has demonstrated its effectiveness on various 3D medical imaging datasets, including the challenging task of segmenting gliomas from brain MRI (23). Solomon et al. applied a modified attention-gated UNet with deformable convolution kernels to segment GP from 7T MRI (24). Guan et al. proposed a 3-D network to segment sub-cortical nuclei which adopts spatial and channel attention modules in both encoder and decoder stages to focus the network on target regions (25). Wang et al. trained a 3D network with attention gates to segment basal ganglia and employed them for automatic PD detection (26). With the targeted adjustments and improvements of deep learning techniques on DGM segmentation tasks, the localization and segmentation of basal ganglia have been gradually developed. However, the boundary contour of nuclei remains a challenge to distinguish due to the lack of intensity contrast difference between surrounding tissues. Additional difficulty during the segmenting process could be encountered since the original susceptibility values are covered up by the artifacts that exist near the large susceptibility variation.

Given the aforementioned challenges, aiming to improve the robustness towards susceptibility artifacts and equip the model with better ability to generate precise boundary contour of nuclei, it is crucial to reconsider and integrate following two key ideas into the network design. Firstly, MRI signals inherently comprise two types of original images, namely magnitude images and phase images, while QSM relies on phase image post-processing. Magnitude images often possess boundary information that is not present in QSM, and can serve as an additional information source while the susceptibility values are covered up by artifacts. In many traditional image processing methods, images from different modalities or contrasts are sometimes fused and enhanced to suit specific downstream tasks. Deep learning methods should also incorporate targeted designs accordingly. Secondly, medical images exhibit 3D characteristics. Similar to inter-frame information acquired between continuous frames in video segmentation, inter-layer information in medical images contains valuable continuity and steep change information, often reflecting rich boundary structural details. However, this aspect has not been extensively explored. Building upon these two concepts, we propose AGSeg, a dual-branch network based on active gradient guidance, featuring magnitude information completion for basal ganglia segmentation. AGSeg employs a dual-branch architecture as its backbone, providing an efficient framework to incorporate inter-layer information while reflecting the original design intention within a reasonable number of model parameters. The design of active gradient module (AGM) allows the network to actively select the sample interval for gradient map acquisition, increasing the network’s generalization ability. The introduction of the magnitude information complete (MIC) module exploits the magnitude information lost in the reconstruction process of QSM and increases the network’s robustness to clinical data.

Methods

The detailed architecture of the proposed AGSeg is shown in Figure 1. In this section, a detailed elaboration of the proposed AGSeg is provided. The MIC module is first described to emphasize the significance of integrating magnitude information as an auxiliary input. Then, the concept of active gradient map guidance is introduced. Lastly, the dual-branch architecture is presented, which also explains the overall architecture and data flow inside AGSeg. AGSeg takes QSM and Magnitude map as two
individual inputs and outputs the final segmentation prediction and its corresponding gradient maps. The manual annotation of segmentation maps and their gradient maps are used as labels in the same training stage. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). The study was approved by Medical Ethics Committee of Xiamen University (No. EC-20230515-1006) and informed consent was taken from all subjects.

**MIC module**

Extensively explored within traditional image-processing research, fusion-based enhancement methods have been employed for generating contrast-shifted images intended for various downstream tasks (27,28). The primary goal of conventional fusion techniques is to amplify the contrast between ROIs and the background, thereby facilitating localization and segmentation. In deep learning-based segmentation, the foreground, and background are typically differentiated in the tail part of the network using activation functions such as Softmax or Sigmoid. However, the network-produced feature maps encompass voluminous high dimensional data distributed across numerous channels, leading the ultimate segmentation decision criterion to encompass more than mere visual contrast within the spatial domain. Consequently, it is crucial to develop an automatic mechanism that can be controlled by the network through gradient descent to fuse different images from different sources and generate enhanced feature maps for downstream tasks accordingly. Based on this rationale, we introduce the MIC module, elucidated in detail in Figure 2.

**Figure 1** Overall structure of AGSeg. (A) The segment branch generates the final segmentation result under the guidance of multi-level gradient maps. (B) The gradient branch reconstructs precise gradient maps from the initial gradient map. MAG, magnitude image; QSM, quantitative susceptibility mapping; MIC, magnitude information complete.

**Figure 2** Design of magnitude information complete module. $O_{seg}$ is enhanced featuremap delivered to segment branch and $O_{grad}$ is enhanced featuremap delivered to gradient branch. MAG, magnitude image; QSM, quantitative susceptibility mapping; SE, squeeze and excitation; RB, residual block.
Aiming to fully harness magnitude information, the MIC module accepts two distinct inputs: the magnitude map ($I_{mag}$) and its corresponding QSM ($I_{qsm}$). Convolutions with kernel size as $3\times3\times3$ are used to extract features from Mag and QSM while increasing the channel numbers to contain extracted features. The extracted feature maps are channel-wise concatenated to form the input of the squeeze and excitation (SE) block (17). SE block will generate two channel-wise corresponding mask vectors to adjust the weights of each channel thus emphasizing some channels while reducing the importance of others. The residual block (RB) was composed of three $3\times3\times3$ convolutions with skip connection to form residual path. Detail composition of RB is also depicted in Figure 1. The weighted feature maps of Mag and QSM will be channel-wisely concatenated to generate the final enhanced output. This fusion mechanism is replicated identically twice, each instantiation possessing distinct parameters, which engender two disparate enhanced feature maps after the training process. These two enhanced feature maps are derived through distinct parameters which signifies diverse enhancement emphases. They are respectively employed as the initial inputs for the Seg-branch and Grad-branch. Through the MIC module, the magnitude information during the reconstruction of QSM is re-explored. As the parameters within the module are acquired via automatic learning based on gradient descent, the module effectively amplifies disparities between foreground and background across numerous channels according to the network’s own criteria for distinguishing target ROIs.

**AGM**

The basal ganglia consist of several nuclei, which present a continuous intensity distribution in the spatial domain. However, MRI signals exhibit discreteness along each direction as a stack of continuous slices. The inter-slice information frequently contains continuous or steep change information, particularly at the nuclei boundary. Such information can serve as prior knowledge to guide the segmentation process. In this work, the inter-slice information along the Z-axis is further exploited through the formulation of the AGM and the gradient fuiding module (GGM). The detailed architectures of these modules are illustrated in Figure 3. The AGM is specifically designed to generate gradients of the given subject in order to emphasize the inter-layer features, which typically include valuable edge information of the target regions.

The overall pipeline of the AGM can be described in four steps. For explanatory purposes, the batch size is assumed to be one in the following description. Firstly, suppose the shape of the input feature map is $C\times W \times H \times D$, the input feature maps flow to an inception block with Conv5, Conv3, and Conv1 composed in parallel. The outputs of each conv block (CB) are elemental-wisely summed up as the input of the global average pooling (GAP). Subsequently, a set of predefined thresholds (ranging from 0
to 1) is employed to classify this vector into five classes, each representing a specific sample interval (\( n \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\} \)). Secondly, the input feature maps are actively sampled based on the generated sample interval, where each element in the vector becomes an individual interval for the corresponding channel. Consequently, the residues between selected layers are computed to infer the required gradient map. Zero paddings are performed for those slice pairs that are out of the patch. The existence of the residue path can make sure the original information in the featuremap of the seg-branch is not affected by the zero-padded slices. Finally, the derived gradient maps are concatenated along the Z-axis to formulate a new 3D volume with an identical shape to the original inputs. The transfer function of AGM (\( G \)) for each channel can be expressed by the Eq. [1].

\[
G(w, h, d) = \frac{(w, h, d + n) - (w, h, d - n)}{n \times \beta}
\]  

where \((w, h, d)\) represents the intensity value at the position \((w, h)\) of \(d_{th}\) layer, \(n\) denotes the auto-selected sample interval and \(\beta\) is the hyper-parameter to adjust the influence of gradient guidance in the segmentation network. AGM acts as a fundamental cross-domain translation module, mapping the input feature maps into the gradient domain. We can observe that when the sample interval inside AGM was fixed into a constant number through the ablation experiment, the model performance noticeably dropped. The distribution of sample intervals (\(N\)) is also recorded and visualized and details are explained in Discussion section.

**GGM**

With AGM as a powerful tool to access inter-slice information, an efficient method is crucial to exploit these valuable features to guide segmentation processes. Thus, we propose the GGM with detailed architectures shown in Figure 3. GGM servers as the information exchange pathway between Seg-branch and Grad-branch. It provides edge information through gradient guidance while employing multi-level featuremaps to calculate gradient maps at different fields of view (FoV). The GGM receives three inputs including the skipping featuremap \(I_{skip}^{seg}\), segmentation featuremap from the previous stage \(I_{seg}^{seg}\) in Seg-branch, and gradient featuremap \(I_{grad}^{grad}\). Subsequently, it generates two outputs, one for the Seg-branch and the other for the Grad-branch, denoted as \(O_{seg}^{1+1}\) and \(O_{grad}^{1+1}\). Through AGM, featuremaps from Seg-branch at each down/up sampling level can generate gradient maps with corresponding size and FoV, which can help the Grad-branch to extract contours of ROIs from the initial gradient map. Reversely, the activated attention map from Grad-branch enhances the significance of the structure edge by performing element-wise multiplication between the attention mask and the featuremap from Seg-branch. In this way, the accessed inter-slice information is further exploited. The information exchange paths inside the GGM can be described by Eqs. [2] and [3].

\[
O_{grad}^{1+1} = C^2\left(I_{grad}^{seg} \oplus G\left(I_{skip}^{seg} \odot C(I_{seg}^{seg})\right)\right) \quad \text{[2]}
\]

\[
O_{seg}^{1+1} = \left(C(I_{seg}^{grad}) \otimes I_{skip}^{seg} \odot \sigma(O_{grad}^{1+1}) \odot (C(I_{seg}^{seg}) \odot I_{skip}^{seg})\right) \quad \text{[3]}
\]

where \(O_{grad}\) and \(O_{seg}\) represent the outputs delivered to Grad-branch and Seg-branch, \(\oplus\) and \(\odot\) are element-wise summation and multiplication, \(C\) represents the convolution operation with kernel size as 3×3×3, \(G\) denotes the operation of acquiring gradient maps through AGM. \(\sigma\) denotes the sigmoid function used to activate featuremap into binary distribution where only foreground and background are distinguished.

**Network architecture**

The detailed architecture of the proposed AGSeg is presented in Figure 1 with a dual-branch framework as its main backbone. Corresponding enhanced feature maps are generated through the MIC module by automatically fusing the input Magnitude image and QSM map. The upper part of Figure 1 represents the Seg-branch which aims to extract both global and local features through a U-shaped down/up sample network and skip-connection to reconstruct the final segmentation map. The lower part of Figure 1 represents the active Grad-branch with the function of providing edge attention guidance to the Seg-branch while simultaneously reconstructing the gradient map for the target nuclei from the initial gradient map. Both Seg-branch and Grad-branch are constructed based on the core idea of multi-scale frameworks (23). High-level features with global information are extracted at the start of each branch. Low-level features are grasped through 3 stages of down-sample operation achieved by convolution with a stride equal to two.

To accommodate GPU memory limitations, the batch size used for training is set to one, which poses a challenge for frequently used batch normalization. To address this issue, group normalization is employed as a replacement for
batch normalization (29). The key distinction between CB and RB shown in Figure 1 is that the latter takes the input of RB as a residual and performs element-wise summation with the result of CB, thereby mitigating network degradation issues that may occur in deep neural networks (30). The up-sample operations are conducted inside GGMs through trilinear interpolation and skip-connection. GGM plays an essential role in exchanging feature maps between branches, which sends the gradient map of multi-level feature maps calculated by AGM to the Grad-branch and also takes the edge attention guidance back to the Seg-branch. Compared with the decoder, the down-sampling part of the encoder owns more convolutions, which brings more parameters concentrated on the encoder. This design can be helpful to freeze main parameters and retrain remaining parts when transferring the model into a newly met dataset.

**Experimental data preparation**

A mixed dataset was collected in this work to train, validate, and test the model performance while ensuring the comparison between each method is fair. The overall dataset was divided into five independent parts for training and evaluating segmentation accuracy for 5-fold validation.

3T Dataset was a public dataset acquired on a Siemens Prisma platform with 64 channel head/neck coil using a multi-echo 3D GRE sequence with the following parameters (31): FoV =211×224×160 mm³, matrix size =210×224×160, flip angle =20°, repetition time (TR) =44 ms, echo time (TE) =7.7/13.4/18.8/25.3/31.7/28.2 ms, spatial resolution =1×1×1 mm³. Multiple scans in various orientations were acquired, with 144 measurements collected in total. Laplacian-based method was applied in the phase unwrapping stage and V-SHARP was used to remove the background field (32). The individual parcellation maps generated through the registration method were offered. Manual adjustments were performed by several professional researchers to generate the final ground truth parcellation maps. Similar to other medical image segmentation tasks, the ground truth was stored as a 4D matrix where the foreground and background of each class are represented by the binary-coded index inside each channel. This dataset is now publicly available at: https://qmri.sjtu.edu.cn/resources.

7T Dataset was composed of 44 measurements acquired from a 7T (Philips Achieva, 32 channel head coil) scanner and the following parameters: FoV =224×224×126 mm³, matrix size =224×224×110, TR =28/45 ms, TE =5/2 ms, ∆TE =5/2 ms, 5–16 echoes, spatial resolution =1×1×1 mm³, flip angle =9°. Phase processing steps were conducted including phase unwrapping with a Laplacian-based method and background field removal with iRSHARP (33). The COSMOS map was generated as the final QSM after the multi-orientation data was registered to the supine position. Manual segmentation labels were annotated by experienced radiologists and double-checked. This dataset was used for the second stage of training to verify the feasibility of transfer learning. Comparison experiments were also conducted on the 7T Dataset. This dataset is publicly available at: https://github.com/Sulam-Group/LPCNN.

Clinical 3T Dataset collected for the generalization test consisted of 19 measurements acquired from a 3T GE MR750 scanner with parameters as follows: FoV =256×256×140 mm³, spatial resolution =1×1×1 mm³, TR =24 ms, TE =3.6/5.8/8.2/10.6 ms, 8 echoes, 24 channel coil. Same phase pre-process steps and background field removal methods as the 7T Dataset were applied, structural feature based collaborative reconstruction (SFCR) was performed to reconstruct the final single-orientation QSM (34). This dataset was used for the generalization experiment to find out the performance of AGSeg on newly-met data. To find out the effectiveness of fine-tuning on small data sizes, transfer learning was also performed on a randomly selected measurement. More details about transfer learning can be found in the following sections.

United imaging healthcare (UIH) 5T Dataset includes healthy human brain data collected through a uMR Jupiter 5T platform, 48 channel coil with parameters as follows: FoV =224×200×120 mm³, spatial resolution =0.33×0.33×1 mm³, TR =35 ms, TE =3.6/10.2/16.8/23.4/30 ms, 5 echoes. The same phase pre-process steps and background field removal methods as the 7T Dataset were applied, and the final QSM data was generated by SFCR. This dataset was used for the generalization experiment with respect to data acquired at different magnetic field strengths.

**Evaluation and statistical analysis**

The major aim of medical image segmentation is to achieve accurate ROI localization and segmentation. To evaluate the final result, a combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses is employed here. The segmentation performance is quantitatively evaluated using the Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and 95% Hausdorff distance (HD95). The DSC measures the spatial volume overlap between the prediction and corresponding ground truth, while the HD95 focuses on the similarity of boundaries. Formulas to calculate
DSC and HD95 values are shown in Eqs. [4] and [5].

\[
DSC = 2 \frac{P \cap T}{|P| + |T|} \quad [4]
\]

\[
HD95(T, P) = \max_{s \in S} \left\{ h(T, P), h(P, T) \right\} \quad [5]
\]

Where P and T denote the prediction and the ground truth of segmentation, p and t are the foreground (non-zero) voxels of prediction and ground truth, and h is the distance between two sets, which are calculated by \( h(T, P) = \max_{p \in P} \left\{ \min_{t \in T} \|p - t\| \right\} \).

Comprehensive statistical analysis was performed based on the acquired results of both ablation study and comparison experiments. In this section, the detailed results of various experiments are listed. The ablation studies are designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed modules as well as the sample methods. Furthermore, comparison experiments between AGSeg and other prevalent basal ganglia segmentation algorithms are also performed on diverse datasets acquired from various magnetic strengths. Regression studies were performed on both the results of AGSeg and compared methods. The average susceptibility values and total volume of predicted nuclei were chosen as statistical indicators to reflect the accuracy of segmentation results. Additionally, experiments conducted on the clinical datasets were undertaken to demonstrate the AGSeg’s generalization ability and its sensitivity to transfer learning.

Implementation details

The original magnitude images and susceptibility maps are randomly cropped into sub-volumes of size 128×128×128 as training samples. Center cropping is applied to make sure that target ROIs exist in the generated sub-volumes. Random rotation along 3-dimensions is adopted with the rotation angle \( \theta = [0^\circ, 10^\circ, 15^\circ, 20^\circ, 25^\circ] \) and the corresponding ratio \( R = [0.2, 0.1, 0.3, 0.3, 0.1] \). The initial learning rate was set to \( 1 \times 10^{-5} \) and decayed exponentially.

In this work, all network models were implemented using Python with Pytorch backend and were trained on a workstation with NVIDIA Titan X GPU, Intel Xeon CPU E5 2.10 GHz, and 64 GB RAM. AdamW was chosen as the network optimizer. Experiments in this section including ablation studies and comparison experiments are designed to mainly prove the effectiveness of proposed mechanisms while demonstrating the superior performance of AGSeg.

Four existing basal ganglia segmentation methods including three deep learning-based and one atlas-based method were selected for comparison. Deep learning-based methods are DeepQSMSeg (25), CAUNet (35), and VNet (23), whose codes were rewritten according to the original paper. The atlas-based method was tested by uploading test files to their public system (8,36).

Loss function

AGSeg takes QSM and magnitude map as two individual inputs and outputs the final segmentation prediction and its corresponding gradient maps. The manual annotation of segmentation maps and their gradient maps are used as labels in the training stage. The loss functions are identical in the overall training process. Dice loss \( (l_{\text{dce}}) \) combined with voxel-wise focal loss \( (l_{\text{foc}}) \) is adopted to describe and evaluate the training convergence state.

\[
L_{\text{reg}} = \sum_{w,h,d} l_{\text{foc}}(P_{\text{seg}}, T_{\text{seg}}; w, h, d) - l_{\text{dce}}(P_{\text{seg}}, T_{\text{seg}}; w, h, d) \quad [6]
\]

\[
L_{\text{grad}} = -\sum_{w,h,d} l_{\text{dce}}(P_{\text{grad}}, T_{\text{grad}}; w, h, d) \quad [7]
\]

Where \( l_{\text{foc}} \) and \( l_{\text{dce}} \) are the focal and dice loss function with a detailed description in Eqs. [6] and [7]. \( P_{\text{seg}}; w, h, d \) and \( T_{\text{seg}}; w, h, d \) are the prediction and the ground-truth of the segmentation result at position \((w, h, d)\).

\[
l_{\text{dce}} = \frac{2 \sum_{w,h,d} P_{\text{seg}; w, h, d} T_{\text{seg}; w, h, d}}{\sum_{w,h,d} (P_{\text{seg}; w, h, d} + T_{\text{seg}; w, h, d}) + \epsilon} \quad [8]
\]

\[
l_{\text{foc}} = \sum_{w,h,d} \text{mean}(T_{\text{seg}; w, h, d} \log P_{\text{seg}; w, h, d} (1 - P_{\text{seg}; w, h, d})) \quad [9]
\]

where \( \epsilon \) is a small constant to ensure that the denominator is not zero. The total loss function is the weighted summation of Seg-branch loss and Grad-branch loss to make sure that each branch is trained to function as designed. Denoted as: \( L_{\text{total}} = L_{\text{reg}} + \lambda L_{\text{grad}} \), where \( \lambda \) is the influential factor to adjust the weight of each branch to achieve balance during the training process.

Training strategy

As one particularity of QSM, the final results of the same object can differ much due to different parameter settings and processing procedures. A standard and universally applicable protocol in medical practice is still lacking, necessitating greater robustness and user-friendliness in the employed models. Transfer learning has been demonstrated as a powerful training strategy to boost model performance.
and robustness in various kinds of computer vision (CV) tasks. Therefore, the training process of AGSeg also exploits transfer learning. The AGSeg was first zero-initialized and trained on the 3T Dataset until the loss function value was no longer reduced. At this point, AGSeg was able to segment 3T QSM data properly and has already achieved reliable results. Then, all trainable parameters of the encoder part are frozen, and remaining only the decoder part to be trained in the next stage on the 7T Dataset. The loss function was able to step across the first convergence state and reduce again in the second training stage due to better contrast of 7T data. The second stage of the training process can be seen as a fine-tuning procedure that can efficiently transfer the well-trained model into a new dataset. This can be both helpful for the performance of the model on new datasets and make it easier for radiologists’ daily practice. To verify the effectiveness of transfer learning, the average dice curve was recorded. More details are shown in the Result section.

**Results**

**Ablation study**

Ablation experiments were conducted on a combination dataset comprising 3T and 7T QSM data to validate the effectiveness of the proposed modules. Five-fold cross-validation was employed, with 80% and 20% of the data randomly selected for the training and test datasets, respectively. The first ablation study aimed to verify the effectiveness of the MIC module and the Grad-branch by deleting corresponding blocks or replacing them with normal convolutions. For a fair comparison, AGSeg without relative blocks was removed and retrained on the same dataset under the same training strategy. Additionally, another study was conducted to demonstrate the necessity of active sampling intervals ($N$) in gradient map acquisition by comparing them to constant sample intervals. For all ablation studies, the DSC and HD95 were calculated for each DGM nucleus, and the average values were used as the final quantitative evaluation indices.

Table 1 presents the results of the first ablation study, showing that the mean DSC value of the modified AGSeg without the MIC module was dropped by 5.95% and the HD increased by 12.26%. This provides strong evidence of the effectiveness of MIC module. In the AGSeg w/o Grad-branch, which omitted the gradient branch, we replaced the GGM in Seg-branch with trilinear interpolation to achieve upsampling function. Consequently, the modified AGSeg essentially transformed into an encoder-decoder network with a structure resembling VNet but with fewer parameters than the original VNet (23). The modification resulted in a 15.10% decrement in DSC and a 48.26% increment in HD. Despite the reduction in overall parameter capacity, these significant performance differences still highlighted the importance of the Grad-branch. Table 2 depicts the outcomes of the second ablation study, wherein alterations were made to the sample interval generation scheme. An obvious decline in performance is evident when fixing the sample intervals into constant numbers. While AGSeg’s performance might be deemed acceptable for a few nuclei when utilizing constant interval settings, significant false segmentation occurred, particularly around the nuclei boundary. However, models employing actively generated sample intervals demonstrated superior performance across almost all target nuclei, attributable to the adaptability to input feature maps facilitated by AGM.

Figure 4 shows the segmentation results for a randomly selected subject from the test dataset before and after the ablation of corresponding blocks. Significant false positive/negative segmentation phenomenon can be observed over ROI boundaries, which are marked by arrows in Figure 4. After ablating the Grad-branch, the model tends to generate more false positive predictions and becomes...

Table 1 Results of ablation study on MIC module and Grad-branch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>CN</th>
<th>GP</th>
<th>PU</th>
<th>SN</th>
<th>RN</th>
<th>AVG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>HD95</td>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>HD95</td>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>HD95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNet_Origin</td>
<td>0.872</td>
<td>2.016</td>
<td>0.913</td>
<td>1.693</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>1.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNet_w/o MIC</td>
<td>0.859</td>
<td>2.065</td>
<td>0.886</td>
<td>2.006</td>
<td>0.866</td>
<td>2.132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGNet_w/o GB</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>3.145</td>
<td>0.734</td>
<td>2.848</td>
<td>0.751</td>
<td>3.363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CN, caudate nucleus; GP, putamen; PU, globus pallidus; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; AVG, the average value of 5 target nuclei; DSC, Dice similarity coefficient; HD95, 95% Hausdorff distance; MIC, magnitude information complete.
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severely bad at distinguishing GP and ventral pallidum (VeP). More False negative predictions appeared inside PU due to the existence of tiny artifacts, which do not exist in the magnitude images. Both quantitative and qualitative results can demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed MIC module and Grad-branch.

**Results on healthy human data**

The performance of the well-trained AGSeg was evaluated on the 3T and 7T Dataset. AGSeg was compared with four existing methods for segmenting basal ganglia. The outcomes of comparison experiments are presented in Table 3. The analysis revealed that AGSeg achieved the highest Dice coefficient values for all target DGM nuclei, with an average value of 0.8744. It is worth noting that the HD values of AGSeg for SN and RN are slightly larger than those of DeepQSMSeg and CAUNet. This could be attributed to AGSeg’s tendency to produce more compact boundaries for small targets, leading to more volume

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>CN DSC</th>
<th>CN HD95</th>
<th>GP DSC</th>
<th>GP HD95</th>
<th>PU DSC</th>
<th>PU HD95</th>
<th>SN DSC</th>
<th>SN HD95</th>
<th>RN DSC</th>
<th>RN HD95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASI (AGSeg_Origin)</td>
<td>0.8721</td>
<td>2.0165</td>
<td>0.9136</td>
<td>1.6933</td>
<td>0.8911</td>
<td>1.8070</td>
<td>0.8394</td>
<td>2.4623</td>
<td>0.8560</td>
<td>2.0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI (n=1)</td>
<td>0.8298</td>
<td>2.8927</td>
<td>0.8789</td>
<td>2.0749</td>
<td>0.8544</td>
<td>2.1326</td>
<td>0.8270</td>
<td>2.2366</td>
<td>0.8466</td>
<td>2.1687</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI (n=2)</td>
<td>0.8475</td>
<td>2.1498</td>
<td>0.8454</td>
<td>2.5698</td>
<td>0.8149</td>
<td>2.2189</td>
<td>0.7489</td>
<td>2.8786</td>
<td>0.7947</td>
<td>2.8165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSI (n=5)</td>
<td>0.8345</td>
<td>2.4863</td>
<td>0.8823</td>
<td>2.0498</td>
<td>0.7999</td>
<td>2.4490</td>
<td>0.7116</td>
<td>2.6472</td>
<td>0.7213</td>
<td>2.6046</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CN, caudate nucleus; GP, putamen; PU, globus pallidus; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; DSC, Dice similarity coefficient; HD95, 95% Hausdorff distance; ASI, active sample interval; CSI, constant sample interval.

![Figure 4](image-url) Results of ablation study on MIC module and Grad-branch. (A) QSM map. (B) Results of AGSeg_w/o GradientBranch. (C) Results of AGSeg_w/o MIC module. (D) Results of original AGSeg. Arrows are pointed to the segmented regions with remarkable differences. MIC, magnitude information complete; QSM, quantitative susceptibility mapping.
overlap and reduced loss values. While this phenomenon may not be visually apparent, it can only be sensitively observed through the increment of the HD95 index.

Qualitative analysis results are shown in Figure 5. An enlarged view of ROIs and the difference map between prediction and the ground truth are given at the right edge of each image. QSM, quantitative susceptibility mapping; MAG, magnitude image; GT, ground truth; 3D, three-dimensional; ROIs, regions of interest.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>AGSeg</th>
<th>DeepQSMSeg</th>
<th>CAUNet</th>
<th>V-Net</th>
<th>Multi-Atlas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>HD95</td>
<td>DSC</td>
<td>HD95</td>
<td>DSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>0.8721</td>
<td>2.0165</td>
<td>0.8412</td>
<td>2.3566</td>
<td>0.8267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
<td>0.8911</td>
<td>1.8070</td>
<td>0.8646</td>
<td>1.9773</td>
<td>0.8515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP</td>
<td>0.9136</td>
<td>1.6933</td>
<td>0.8560</td>
<td>2.0365</td>
<td>0.8546</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
<td>0.8394</td>
<td>2.4623</td>
<td>0.7886</td>
<td>2.4115</td>
<td>0.7937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>0.8560</td>
<td>2.0700</td>
<td>0.8435</td>
<td>1.9969</td>
<td>0.8134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG</td>
<td>0.8744</td>
<td>2.0098</td>
<td>0.8388</td>
<td>2.1562</td>
<td>0.8280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DSC, Dice similarity coefficient; HD95, 95% Hausdorff distance; CN, caudate nucleus; GP, putamen; PU, globus pallidus; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; AVG, the average value of 5 target nuclei.
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of each image. Three slices are chosen per measurement to demonstrate the segmentation performance on nuclei. Specifically, the 1st and 4th rows indicate a basal ganglia level where the morphology of CN, PU, and GP can be observed. Both AGSeg and the compared methods successfully located and segmented the primary area of these nuclei. However, the boundary between CN and GP remained challenging and AGSeg can predict a more precise outline. This phenomenon is particularly noticeable when the image quality is not good enough or a low contrast exists at the boundaries of nuclei. The 2nd and 5th rows of Figure 5 display a mid-brain slice where the axial view of PU’s front part can be observed. It is difficult to distinguish GP and VeP because these two objects seem to be a unite one when observing from the axial view. More false positive predicted voxels can be observed from the difference map between the prediction of DeepQSMSeg and ground truth. Segmentation of SN and RN are depicted in the 3rd and the 6th row of Figure 5. It poses more challenges for deep learning-based methods due to their relatively small volume compared to other target nuclei. This situation presents a long-tail problem (37), under which AGSeg can predict a more accurate and compact contour of RN.

Regression analysis was conducted on AGSeg’s predictions and the corresponding ground truth. The average susceptibility and the total volume of each nucleus were compared to evaluate segmentation performance. Both indices are sensitive to variations in the boundary of segmented nuclei. The susceptibility values experience sharp changes inside and outside the nuclei near their boundaries, occasionally fluctuating between positive and negative values. Assuming the nuclei to approximate spherical entities, the increase in radius exhibits an approximate cubic function proportionality to the volume growth. This suggests that the accuracy of the nucleus boundary significantly influences the overall voxel count. Figure 6 clearly illustrates that these two indices closely align between the prediction and the ground truth, resulting in a regression curve of scatter points approximating a linear function with a slope close to 1. The corresponding regression function and $R^2$ values are also noted in Figure 6, which indicates a high segmentation accuracy of our model. For comparison, similar regression analysis was performed on the results of other deep learning-based segmentation algorithms. Figure 7 displays the regression analysis results for DeepQSMSeg. The regression lines of AGSeg are also attached as red lines. A noticeable deviation from a slope of 1 is observed in the fitted line of DeepQSMSeg. The scattered points representing mean magnetic susceptibility values and voxel counts of different nuclei cluster noticeably above or under the line of $y = x$, indicating potential over/under estimation caused by the inaccurate predicted nuclei boundary. The smaller $r^2$ value also yields the lower robustness of DeepQSMSeg on the test dataset.

Figure 6 ROI analysis of linear regression on the results of AGSeg for 5 target deep gray matter nuclei. (A) Correlation between the total volume of prediction and the ground truth. (B) Correlation between the average susceptibility of prediction and the ground truth. CN, caudate nucleus; PU, putamen; GP, globus pallidus; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; ROI, region of interest.
Results on clinical dataset

The generalization ability of AGSeg was further verified through experiments conducted on the Clinical 3T dataset comprising QSM data acquired from six patients with epilepsy and the 5T dataset collected from a UIH 5T MRI platform. All models were initially trained on the healthy human brain dataset and subsequently tested on these newly-met datasets without any finetuning. The segmentation results are depicted in Figure 8 for better visualization. It is noteworthy that the clinical data exhibited a lower SNR compared to the training data, and more pronounced artifacts were present in proximity to or within the target nuclei. The distribution of 5T data also differs much compared with training data, including but not limited to the difference of max/min value, standard deviation, SNR, and artifacts severity. Despite these challenges, AGSeg produced relatively more accurate segmentation results compared to other models. In contrast, the compared models struggled to accurately predict the segmentation of low-contrast volumes and showed shortcomings in handling artifacts of circular/striking shapes. This experiment also demonstrates the good generalization and robustness of AGSeg when dealing with new data acquired by different parameters that were not employed during the training stage or from subjects with abnormal tissues.

In Figure 9, the second and the third stages are both transfer learning stages. After demonstrating the effectiveness of transfer learning on the 7T Dataset in the second stage, the third stage was set to demonstrate the hypersensitivity of AGSeg towards transfer learning. A random subject from the clinical dataset was chosen and annotated to be the ground truth for transfer learning. The encoder side of AGSeg was frozen with gradients set to zero during the training process, leaving only the parameters in the decoder to be retrained. The convergence state of the overall training process can be depicted by the average DSC curve on the validation set, as visible in the third stage of Figure 9. A subject was arbitrarily chosen from the test clinical set, and the segmentation results generated by AGSeg before and after the transfer learning process were also incorporated in Figure 9. A notably more precise ROI boundary and reduced instances of false positive segmentation were achieved following a low-computation cost retraining process. This aspect holds potential significance for radiologists engaging in multi-center consultations and scientific research endeavors.

Discussion

The MIC module intends to incorporate lost magnitude information from the QSM reconstruction process into the segmentation procedure as an auxiliary information source. This auxiliary source holds the potential to empower the network in addressing artifacts present within the QSM maps. Even professional radiologists tend to extract information from various medical image modalities prior
to arriving at a final diagnostic decision. The motivation behind this approach stems from the observation that different tissues or lesions might demonstrate similar features within a single modality. The strategy of multimodality fusion has gained increasing attention from researchers due to its adeptness in enhancing accuracy and generalization ability. In forthcoming research endeavors, if feasible, additional medical image modalities can be introduced as more auxiliary information sources to comprehensively evaluate the capabilities of the MIC module.

The proposed AGM can capture inter-slice context information and exploit it through attention weights to guide the segmentation focus of the Seg-branch. How to capture the edge information more precisely plays a crucial role in generating better attention weights. It is feasible to improve training convergence and inference speed, as well as conserve computational resources by selecting a fixed and constant sample interval. However, this approach may lead to a reduction in the generalization ability of AGSeg, particularly in handling test data with varying voxel resolutions. Figure 10 provides a visualization of gradient maps of QSM (1st column) and gradient maps of five sets of target nuclei (2nd to 6th columns) obtained at different sample interval selections. It is evident that an appropriate choice of the sample interval yields reasonable feature texture in QSM gradient maps. An overly high selection of $N$ will result in a coarser edge band while an overly low selection causes the abnormal phenomenon of edge information vanishing. AGM possesses the capability to actively determine an optimal sample interval by employing latent code acquired from intrinsic attributes of input feature maps and the specific target.

For graph visualization, the distribution of $N$ is recorded when testing inputs of 128x128x128 patches, as depicted in the frequency distribution histogram in Figure 11. The histogram illustrates substantial variation in the chosen sample interval by each AGM. As shown in Figures 1, 3, AGM1 and AGM4 are at the start and the end part of AGSeg, with the largest size of feature maps, they tend to extract long-interval features in some channels to get higher numerical gradients and coarser edge band. Conversely,
Figure 9 Demonstration for the effectiveness of transfer learning. (A) Average Dice coefficient on the validation set during the training process. (B) The segmentation results on a subject from the clinical dataset before (left) and after (right) transfer learning.

Figure 10 Visualization of gradient maps calculated using constant sample interval n=1,2,5. $G_{out}$ is the generated gradient map of QSM. CN, caudate nucleus; GP, globus pallidus; PU, putamen; SN, substantia nigra; RN, red nucleus; QSM, quantitative susceptibility mapping.
AGM3 situated in the bottleneck part of AGSeg, operates on highly abstracted input feature maps, capturing features like texture or noise suppression. In this context, AGM3 prefers a lower sample interval to retain meaningful gradient maps without excessive loss of information. This agrees with the original design intent of selecting an appropriate sample interval based on input feature map attributes.

The segmentation accuracy has been notably enhanced through the incorporation of gradient guidance, concurrently augmenting the robustness of AGSeg against common lesions or pathological tissue. However, AGSeg’s training dataset exclusively comprises QSM data obtained from healthy human brains, thereby limiting its performance when confronted with extensive lesions like spongioblastoma or meningioma. Furthermore, the susceptibility values may exhibit substantial variation when being reconstructed through different post-process algorithmic pipelines or under disparate parameter settings. This variability can result in the failure of a properly functioning model when applied to novel data. These challenges are commonly encountered within routine clinical practice. In response to these challenges, AGSeg has been configured to demonstrate sensitivity in small data size transfer learning, as shown in Figure 9. This entails the freezing of parameters across nearly all blocks, with training solely focused on the final two residual blocks using multi-center acquired data. Such an approach expedites the convergence of AGSeg’s training process, facilitated by the inclusion of gradient guidance. Owing to dataset limitations and computation costs, AGSeg was exclusively trained on a healthy human dataset, utilizing magnitude images and QSM maps as dual-input modalities. In future endeavors, additional data from diverse modalities such as T1 or Flair could be incorporated as auxiliary inputs for AGSeg, providing supplementary information.

Up to this point, the training data for AGSeg comprises only five pairs of DGMN as the target ROI. However, the overarching concept of seeking edge priors holds potential for application in other medical image segmentation tasks, particularly when the target ROI is not exceptionally small. In our forthcoming research, we intend to extend this approach to various medical segmentation tasks involving diverse targets. The fusion mechanism of the magnitude image and QSM map, while implemented, may benefit from enhanced interpretability. In future iterations, causal learning techniques can be introduced to reveal the criterion
of segmentation result, shedding light on how the multiple modalities are fused together. This may further improve our understanding of feature fusion mechanisms and offer more insights for neural network design.

Recently, ultra-large models such as ChatGPT and Segment-Anything Model (SAM) (38) have been demonstrated to be efficient in various tasks ranging from natural language processing (NLP) to CV. The impressive performance of these ultra-large models has underscored the potential for a unified model capable of addressing tasks within the realms of NLP and CV in the future. MedSAM, as a finetuned version of SAM in medical image datasets, has proven its utility in diverse medical image segmentation tasks (39). However, even the fine-tuning process requires an extremely high computation resource (e.g., 4 or more V100 GPUs for example), rendering it impractical for daily use by radiologists and most researchers. On the contrary, the whole training process of AGSeg only requires 12G of GPU memory, a capacity readily met by many contemporary PCs. Serving as an end-to-end model, AGSeg attains a comparable level of segmentation accuracy and inference speed with significantly fewer computational requirements, obviating the need for user prompts. Consequently, albeit designed for a relatively specific downstream segmentation task, the small-parameter model like AGSeg can indeed be practical in the routine applications of clinicians and researchers.

Conclusions

In this study, AGSeg is proposed, which is a MIC network for basal ganglia segmentation based on the active gradient guidance mechanism. The segmentation task is performed using a dual-branch architecture in AGSeg, which simultaneously reconstructs gradient maps to reveal inter-slice contour information and guides the overall segmentation process. To actively capture inter-layer context information, we introduce the AGM. The magnitude and susceptibility maps do not agree exactly in terms of structural consistency. To form effective information complementarity, we introduce the magnitude images as another input of AGSeg. By integrating the design of MIC module, AGSeg can take both magnitude images and QSM maps as dual inputs. The features from both information sources are selectively enhanced and fused to increase the robustness of AGSeg. A comprehensive evaluation of AGSeg was conducted on both healthy and clinical datasets, comparing it with several mainstream models. The results demonstrate that both the AGM and MIC modules can effectively enhance the accuracy and robustness of AGSeg. Furthermore, the experiments findings indicate that our proposed model outperforms existing models in terms of segmentation performance and generalization ability.
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